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Abstract—The viability of cloud computing for informationintensive tasks arising in real-time opinion mining and
sentiment analysis of large online text streams is described. We
show how a smart distributed architecture enables an efficient
and scalable design for opinion mining on internet-based
content that answers key challenges, such as integrating
heterogeneous data sources and adapting to events through
dynamic system configuration. In particular, we present a
novel approach of semantic complex event processing in a
cloud environment capturing different levels of information,
such as event data (e.g. content from various heterogeneous,
distributed sources) as well as associations identified during
the opinion mining and sentiment analysis process (e.g.
dynamic co-reference resolution).

-

analysis, opinion extractions and data visualization. One
of the key challenges is that the natural language
processing workflow is highly interconnected due to
implicit or explicit user feedbacks. This means that
every time a new entry is detected on e.g. a blog, a large
amount of text understanding procedures (and in
particular cross-document co-references) have to be
launched again. A naïve brute-force reset of the
databases is naturally infeasible and smarter ways of
updating the extracted content have to be found.
As the set of information sources that has to be
monitored changes, the architecture has to be able to
adapt dynamically to changing sources and changing
event rates from the different sources. This requires the
agility of the processing system.
There is a question of trust: if global opinion mining
systems are used for polls, the various lobbying
organizations will try to take advantage of this situation
by creating artificially more information on the web to
bias the results of the systems in the direction that is
advantageous for them.

Keywords: Cloud Services, Operations and Management,
Event-driven Architecture, Policy-based Service Management
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I.
INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing need for decision makers to capture
the public opinion about their product or actions, and several
systems have been developed to automatically extract and
interpret Web content related to a specific concept or topic
[15]. Today, opinion extraction software is mostly relying on
a small list of potential data sources to support the analysis
of a restricted set of topics. The success of these
small/moderate-size systems shows the potential feasibility
of more global large scale opinion mining systems on
heterogeneous data sources that would be able to analyze the
opinion of a countries population on some general questions,
such as counting the people having money issues, knowing
what the population thinks about the latest news events, etc.
Some recent studies demonstrated that such systems could
potentially replace, or at least complement, traditional polls
[21]. However, such systems do not exist today due to
several existing challenges:
- The architecture has to be scalable: millions of web sites
have to be crawled in real time to detect all the potential
opinions expressed online; the software architecture has
to be carefully designed to enable a real time text

In this paper, we advocate the fact that a smart distributed
architecture enables a convincing design of an opinion
mining architecture that leads to a principle answer of the
previous challenges. In particular, we derive a novel
approach of semantic complex event processing in a cloud
environment capturing different levels of information like
event data (content gathered from various heterogeneous,
distributed sources) as well as associations identified during
opinion mining and sentiment analysis.
The paper is organized as follows: We first introduce a
motivating example that illustrates the need for large scale
distributed software architecture. We then discuss existing
approaches for event processing and then detail our approach
for event processing suitable for opinion mining and
sentiment analysis.
II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Our main goal is to design a generic opinion extraction
system that can analyze online opinions about many possible
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ttopics. Most oof existing opinnion tracking system
s
are bassed on
tthe analysis a given expeertise domain. However, foor the
ppolicy makingg domain that we focus on, policymakerss have
m
many differennt requests on a wide varietty of topics. IIn this
ssection, we inntroduce an exxample scenariio where a deecision
m
maker is inteerested in a specific issuee (how the JJAVA
ssoftware stanndard is to bbe governed, i.e. opensourrce of
pproprietary). The objectivee of the propposed system is to
aanalyze existinng opinions reelated to the issue that havee been
eexpressed over online andd display a summary of these
oopinions in a ggraphical interrface.
A
A. Applicatioon scenario JAVA governancce
Decision-making on the governannce of the gglobal
ssoftware standdard JAVA ussed to be a cllosed-book exxercise
iinvolving thee largest playyers. Small software
s
firmss and
iindividual deevelopers hadd to accept what the JJAVA
G
Governing Booard decided. But this com
mmunity withh high
iinternet-affinitty informed and communnicated via oonline
m
media and forrums to address this issue aand request chhanges
lleading to opeensource the JA
AVA standardd. The full studdy has
bbeen reportedd elsewhere [16] and is here presentted to
iillustrate the bbenefits of auutomated opinnion mining ussing a
ccloud-based evvent-processinng architecturee.
Content aanalysis of online discuussions on JJAVA
ggovernance coovers the periiod 1998 to 22006. 1998 waas the
yyear in whichh opensource application servers
s
entereed the
JJAVA field and
a
August 22006 was whhen the openssource
m
model was adoopted for goveerning the JAV
VA standard.
The opennsource playyers include consulting firms
M
Microstate annd Lutris andd startup JBoss. The incum
mbent
pplayers primarrily include Suun (now Oraclle), BEA, andd IBM.
A
Around the tim
me that Microostate announcced opensourciing its
aapplication server, BEA
A introducedd its proprrietary
aapplication server. In M
May 1998, IB
BM introduceed its
pproprietary application
a
seerver while collaborating with
oopensource grroup Apache.
The formaation of the JA
AVA applicatiion server fieldd thus
sstarted in 19998 with booth opensourcce and proprrietary
ssolutions shapping the fieldd from the vvery beginningg. By
A
August 2006, all major plaayers endorsedd opensource JAVA
J
ssoftware. In between, connflict and fierrce contestation of
ccompeting paaradigms charaacterized onliine discussionns and
m
mobilization. The top-level decisions of firms regardinng the
aadoption of oppensource appproaches can bbe directly linkked to
oonline discourrses.
Figure 1 ppresents two oppposing comm
munication netw
works
oon the issue at
a different poiints in time. O
One communication
ppattern is arouund the ‘propprietary logic’ while the otther is
ppromoting thhe ‘opensourrce logic’. At the top, the
ccommunicatioon network inn 2002 is depicted, showing that
JJAVA opensoource softwaree was an issue that attractedd some
iinterest. At thhe bottom, the same commuunication netw
work is
ddepicted in 20004, showing a massive incrrease in intereest and
eengagement.
The analysis of JAVA open source status was doone by
m
manually ideentifying the main playeers in the oonline
ddiscussion andd extracting thheir opinions expressed in oonline
fforums duringg several yearrs. The commeents were mannually

seleected using multiple filteers and cateegorized into a
predefined ontoloogy describingg the type andd the status of tthe
opinnion. The tottal amount off manual annnotation workk is
hugge: it requiredd the reading and understannding of seveeral
thouusands of parragraphs speakking about thee same topic. In
thiss paper, we describe an archhitectural approoach that enabbles
the automation of the processs thanks to opinion miniing
techhniques and the reuse of labeled senteences in relatted
dom
mains; this gooes far beyonnd the contentt analysis in tthe
JAV
VA governancce case: 1) by tracking opinnion formationn in
reall-time, 2) byy dynamicallyy adapting too changing uuser
requ
quests (e.g. diifferent topicss or timefram
me), and (3) by
inteelligent selecttion of servicces (e.g. inpuut source, N
NLP
com
mponents) baased on user requests or other detectted
chaanges relevant for opinion m
mining.
IIII. OPINION MINING AND SENTIMENT AN
NALYSIS
Opinion miniing and sentim
ment analysis is an active arrea

d
Figure 1: Ongoing deetection of opinions and
coommunication
n network toopologies forr tracking the
evvolution of op
pinions [16]
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of research. Often based on a combination of statistical
methods (known as ‘machine learning’) with dedicated
background information, such as dictionaries, opinion
mining techniques with a good accuracy can be developed
relatively quickly by using labeled examples and sentiment
words as features: After an initial training phase based on a
supervised classification of regression technique, the polarity
of the opinion expressed in free texts can be automatically
estimated, enabling large scale analyses of opinions [23]. In
politics, public opinion is one of the crucial measures of
interest classically relying on surveys. With the rapid growth
of online media and user-generated content, it has been
demonstrated that relatively simple methods can be used to
estimate the political orientation of people [20] or of
legislative speeches [17]. The existing techniques to extract
the opinions from texts in natural language can be very
effective on well targeted task on a single domain, but fail to
really capture the opinions when the domain when there are
multiple topics or when the domain is too broad. There is
today a real need to design methods that are robust to domain
changes. To solve this issue, one has often to rely on the
“crowd-sourcing trick”, i.e. enabling several users to benefit
from the automatic feedback given by other users. In the
following, we discuss the main challenges in opinion mining
that one has to face when dealing with very generic texts
covering several topics.
A. Topic modeling and Sentiment Analysis
Even if opinions are correctly extracted from texts, they
need to be aggregated and summarized to be properly
analyzed. Creating single-document summaries of reviews is
recognized to be a difficult task [22]. The general approach
consists in first clustering the texts by topics and then
organizing the texts by the type of sentiment for each topic
[26]. The most popular topic identification technique is
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [4] and its application to
sentiment summarization [7].
Some researchers applied text categorization methods to
extract sentiment at the document level. Pang and Lee have
classified movie reviews with bag-of-words features and an
SVM classifier. Later they adopted a hierarchical approach,
using a classifier to first find subjective sentences and a
second one to determine their polarity [23]. Other
approaches focus on identifying opinions inside sentences at
the sub-sentence expression level. Wilson et al. introduced
OpinionFinder, which employs several different classifiers to
identify subjective sentences, speech acts and direct
subjective expressions, opinion sources and opinion
polarities [33]. Godbole et al. use a simple rule-based
approach, utilizing custom sentiment lexicons, identifying
negations and using named-entity and coreference resolution
[14]. Breck et al. use conditional random field classifiers to
identify direct speech events [5], while Ding et al. use
lexicons to extract specific product features from customer
reviews to automatically generate opinion summaries [10].
Lun-Wei et al. also generate opinion summaries from news
and blog articles in addition to extracting opinion polarity,
degree and correlated events [19].

A recent analysis of the political opinions expressed in
tweets highlights the potential of text streams as a cheap
substitute and supplement for traditional polls based on
people interviews, such as Gallup presidential polls [21].
The approach presented in this paper is based on 1) an
information retrieval system identifying relevant tweets, 2)
an opinion detection algorithm based on counting positive
and negative words, 3) a predictive model based on a moving
average time series model. Our approach, although based on
more advanced NLP techniques, will use a similar method
based on 1) identification of the documents related to the
topic of interest, 2) opinion detection algorithm and 3)
construction of the dynamic model of the opinion diffusion,
which can be used for simulation and prediction and is
described in the next section.
B. Deep Linguistics and Interlinking Analysis
Previous opinion mining techniques are mostly based on
word count and rarely use advanced NLP techniques, such as
a syntax analyzer. However, many opinions are expressed in
an ambiguous way (a survey is given in [22]). We analyze
the various ways of introducing syntactic information in an
opinion mining system and make use of deeper linguistic
analysis than has typically been used in opinion mining
systems. Building on [28] we use lexical semantic
information together with a data-driven approach based on
natural language processing as input to a Bayesian machine
learning method. The classification and analysis of opinions
will go beyond traditional sentiment analysis based on
positive and negative opinions, to a more functionally based
analysis, potentially providing “opinion” types such as
explicative, agreement and disagreement. We further specify
and investigate methods to incrementally enhance the
granularity of opinion capturing and representation to
include rhetorical structure and arguments.
In the expression-level approach to sentiment analysis, it
is essential to consider the contextual behavior of subjective
words and the effect of so-called polarity shifting
expressions [9]. The special challenges of analyzing
sentiment in messages in social networks [13] will be an
important aspect of the project. Co-reference resolution
methods will also be used to increase detection coverage of
entities for sentiment analysis [30].
In deep interlinking analysis, the focus is on techniques
for detecting, extracting and disambiguating entities and
topics on the Web and on identifying and visualizing
relations between entities and topics. We go beyond the
current state-of-art not only by considering propositional
content for topic detection, but also by considering time,
location, provenance, cross-references (links) etc. To this
end, hierarchical and incremental variants of clustering are
investigated, which allow the organization of clusters along a
number of orthogonal and coherent dimensions, e.g. time,
source, and opinions. Moreover, we make use of derived
features, such as named entities or detected opinions, and
contextual features, such as time, source, and embedded
images, to arrive at more meaningful clusters.
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C. Transfer Learning and Active Learning of Opinions
Every time the system is used, a new opinion classifier is
built based on the data labeled by the user. However, once
the analysis has been done, these labeled data are not used
anymore. Designing an efficient transfer learning algorithm
will enable the system to take advantage of the previously
learned classifier to improve the learning curve of a new
classifier. Transfer learning and domain adaptation
techniques are important for enabling the efficient reuse of
data. Multi-task learning methods can be used in this context,
especially through a joint learning of the hierarchy of topics
and the opinion detection classifiers.
The setting of the current approach is unique since we do
not know a priori what type of opinion will be relevant. This
will depend on the specific application scenario selected by
the policymaker, and might change every time he or she
decides to use or modify the system parameters. Therefore,
the learning phase has to be part of the global architecture of
the system. Rather than constructing a black-box that takes
as input several content sources and outputs a list of opinions
for each extracted text, we will develop a collaborative
interactive system where the user (e.g. policymaker or
assistant or citizen) is asked to label only a small portion of
the extracted sentences in order to help the system to learn to
extract correct opinions in a transparent way. Because the
system continuously learns from user feedback, an accurate
labeling of millions of texts will be obtained in few hours.
The use of probabilistic methods and user feedbacks will
also help to estimate the reliability of the opinion mining
system, as it is done today in modern machine translation
systems [29].
IV. CLOUD COMPUTING AND EVENT PROCESSING
In opinion mining massive amounts of content is
gathered from various heterogeneous, distributed sources,
such as online discussion forums, blogs, news sites or social
network sites. Each of these sources provides continuously
new content which needs to be processed in a reasonable
time frame to enable opinion mining and sentiment analysis
in near real-time. The vast amount of content that needs to be
gathered has to be condensed to reduce the amount of
separate information pieces that have to be processed to
allow the overall system to perform extended analysis with a
reasonable amount of resources. Effective pre-processing of
gathered content is thus required to reduce the load on the
following processing steps and to store only relevant pieces
of information in databases and event histories. In addition,
content gathering and processing must be able to scale in
case of a general increase of published content, for example,
before and after major events such as elections or natural
disasters.
A. Background
Cloud Computing is an emerging paradigm as recently
shown by its first place in Gartner's top 10 strategic
technologies list [12]. It promises that resources like
computing capacity and storage or services like databases or
messaging systems can rapidly be acquired and released
based on the current requirements of the deployed

application. The provided infrastructure is capable of scaling
upwards and downwards rapidly to adjust to the current
requirements. A combination of several well-known
technologies like virtualization and concepts like service
oriented architecture enables cloud computing. However it
also provides a great risk of vendor lock-in [3] because
currently most cloud providers have their own specialized
services which cloud based applications have to use. With
regard to event or message-based communications, examples
for such proprietary mechanisms are Amazon simple
message queue service or Amazons simple notification
service.
An Event Driven Architecture (EDA) is an architecture
style for the creation of distributed systems with the aim to
create efficient and agile applications [6]. An event is the
center of the communication and is used to control the
components which act autonomous, and are fully decoupled.
Only the semantic of the events must be understood by all
components. The core principle of event processing is that
events are sent via computing middleware to all subscribers
who act on it. The other components decide themselves
which type of events they will subscribe or on which they
will respond.
Event Driven Architectures are tightly linked to Complex
Event Processing (CEP). CEP is an emerging enabling
technology to apply context-aware knowledge from and
against large amounts of event data in near real-time. CEP
engines can process multiple streams of event-oriented data
to identify meaningful events in real time, based on the
business rules framework. They analyze low-level events to
discover event patterns (e.g., by aggregating them or
combining them) and to act on them [8][18]. The huge
amount of events to be processed is thus reduced within
several processing stages. Complex Event Processing has
already been recognized as a natural extension of SOA under
the term SOA2.0 or Advanced SOA (according to Gartner
report: Context Delivery Architecture: Putting SOA in
Context, 23 October 2007). Event processing is also
recognized as an important feature for the cloud, be it just in
form of messaging or in more elaborated event- or ruledriven behavior [27]. Complex event processing in a cloud
environment has gained increasing attention [18][34].
Building on semantic technologies (e.g. on
Action/Event/Process Ontologies like OWL-S, WSMO,
SWSL, and PSL for Semantic Web Services) there is now
the prospect of combining event processing and semantic
technologies into the area of Semantic Complex Event
Processing (SCEP). The event processing engines can
understand what is happening during the processing of the
event streams which is relevant to the events and (process)
states. Semantic event processing uses for the signaling of an
event the knowledge base (e.g., defined as ontology
modeling of the relationships between the different events)
and can also derive knowledge which is not explicitly
described in the event definition. SCEP-enabled event
processing engines will have (1) a description of what is
happening in terms of events and event patterns based on
situations and process states (like in CEP), as well as (2) a
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higher-level plan for the (re)actions and activities they can
invoke, which can lead to (monitored) follow-up events.
Current research includes rule-based Event Processing
Languages (EPLs) for the Web [2], such as Reaction
RuleML, which employs reaction rules that have evolved
from existing rule-based technologies such as Production
Rules and Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. They use
SCEP-generated facts and knowledge to derive further
decisions and trigger automated reactions. Moreover, such
EPLs can exploit the declarative expressive power of
semantic rules as a means to specify knowledge in a way that
is understood by 'the business' and is executable by CEP rule
engines. First ideas for semantic event processing [11][1]
focus on one common super event ontology which
generalizes and ignores the differences of the various
application domains. There is a lack of fine grained formal
event models which capture the semantics of the specific
application domains and use this knowledge to derive further
decisions and trigger reactions.
Current domain-specific approaches have developed
application and task ontologies for stock applications based
on modular subontologies [32]. Another domain-specific
approach aims at the development of a framework for
different levels of description from event log data, through
individual trajectories of activity and interactions between
them in a dynamic network of associations that are created
by and further shape these interactions [31].
B. Proposed Approach for Event Processing
For the event processing, we adopt the well-proven and
clearly defined semantics of event-condition-action (ECA)
rules as known from Active Database Management Systems
(Active DBMS) and extend them to cloud computing.
Moreover, the architectural design is going to be based on
proven principles and patterns from service oriented
architectures (SOA) which provide an abstraction from the
heterogeneity of the underlying communication technologies
and infrastructure. This allows different event processing
components to work independently of a cloud provider’s
specific communication technologies and enables semantic
interoperability.
As a first step, we propose a new architectural concept
with the integration of the architectural approaches SOA and
EDA with CEP and the well-defined semantics of active
database systems in a cloud environment. In a next step we
extend our architectural concept with the principles of
semantic technologies. This enables the creation of dynamic
processes that can adapt themselves based on derived
knowledge to react to changes by adaption of the processing
system itself. For this purpose we will integrate access to a
central ontology within the runtime containers to allow the
deployed components to access the ontologies and related
model information in a unified way across the whole
processing system.
To provide the required level of abstraction form the
underlying technologies and architectural principles, we
introduce a runtime container that allows the access to the
underlying systems in a unified manner. The container will
provide the means necessary for the event based

communication with other components and the service based
access to central information sources (e.g. the domain
specific model / the data repository for foreign data sources).
Event processing components can be deployed within this
container.
V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND RUN-TIME PLATFORM
In the application scenarios described above, massive
amounts of content is gathered from various heterogeneous,
distributed sources, such as online discussion forums, blogs,
news sites or social network sites. Each of these sources
provides continuously new content which needs to be
processed in a reasonable time frame to enable opinion
mining and sentiment analysis in near real-time. The vast
amount of content that needs to be gathered has to be
condensed to reduce the amount of separate information
pieces that have to be processed to allow the overall system
to perform extended analysis with a reasonable amount of
resources. Effective pre-processing of gathered content is
thus required to relieve the following processing steps and to
store only relevant pieces of information in databases and
event histories. In addition, content gathering and processing
must be able to scale in case of a general increase of
published content, for example, before and after major events
such as elections or natural disasters.
Furthermore, the most basic requirement is collection of raw
data and its suitable modeling and storage in a data
repository. Due to the diversity of the sources, the frequent
updates, and the volatility of the incoming data size, this is a
challenging task. Data from blogs, web sites and forums
have to be collected in near real-time and they have to be
readily available for opinion mining and sentiment analysis.
To this end several Extract-Transform-Load (ETL)
techniques and tools must be employed.
A very important issue that arises from the nature of the data,
and has not been dealt before in the context of ETL, is the
preservation of the privacy of the sources. Whereas most of
the data sources are public, there are sources where the
identity of the users must be protected. Decision makers and
other end-users have their own private sources, such as data
from transactions (e.g. tax related data) or data from
questionnaires and interviews. The fusion of such private
data with public data of the same person adds value to
opinion mining and sentiment analysis but must provide
privacy guarantees to individuals associated with the data.
We propose a platform for a staged processing approach.
This platform will provide the required environment for
components of opinion mining and sentiment analysis. It will
further provide the means for the communication between
these components and to access central model data. Thus it
provides the integration with the other components in a
loosely coupled fashion.
A. Architecture, standards, component specifications and
event processing
To provide the infrastructure for processing massive
amounts of content, a staged approach is suited. The first
processing stage involves gathering and pre-screening raw
content and is located in close proximity to the actual content
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ssources and ppossibly distriibuted across geographic reegions
((e.g. in univerrsity IT centerss). The secondd processing sttage is
llocated in deddicated data ceenters and worrks with aggreegated
aand filtered coontent that is pprocessed for opinion mininng and
ssentiment anaalysis. Such a dynamic sttaged infrastruucture
rreflects the prrinciples of clooud computingg. The first staage of
tthe processingg system is thuus located in ppublic clouds w
where
a rapid scalingg based on currrent load is possible. The ssecond
sstage is locateed in private clouds where privacy is ennsured
aand access m
monitored whiile still enablling the shariing of
rresources to addapt to changiing loads.
Because oof the dynamiic nature of thhe internet, coontent
ccollection muust dynamically adapt to takke the most ccurrent
aand relevant content sourcces around a specific produuct or
iissue into acccount. The pprocessing innfrastructure aallows
aadding or removing conteent sources bby distributinng the
rrequired connfiguration innformation tto the assoociated
ccomponents aand by deployying additionaal componentts that
hhandle new innput sources. C
Components w
will have to monitor
m
ddifferent typees of data sources. Forr some sourcces a
ssubscription mechanism
m
will be possible but for manyy other
ssources a speecialized pollinng and extracction mechaniism is
rrequired that needs to be integrated witthin the proceessing
ssystem to provvide the inform
mation in the correct
c
type.
For the eefficient proccessing of maassive amounnts of
ccontent, each gathered piecce of content cconstitutes an event
tthat will be pprocessed via an event proocessing netwoork to
ccorrelate the new contentt with other relevant piecces of
iinformation. This pre-proccessing of coontent reducees the
ooverall amounnt to be proceessed by filteriing out unusaable or
dduplicate eveents and by deducting
d
infformation from
m the
eevents to creaate so-called complex evennts representinng the
iinterlinking of several relatted raw eventts. This will rreduce
tthe amount of events that need to be pprocessed withh each
pprocessing sttep along thee way. In adddition, eventts are
ssemantically annotated dduring contennt collectionn and
pprocessing. Inn other wordss, the event m
monitors collecting
ccontent from tthe different ssources semanntically annotaate the
eevents. The ruules that definne how sources are annotaated in
w
which way aare specified along the coonfiguration oof the
pparticular sourrce.
The eventt processing ssystem as a w
whole is distriibuted
aacross the borders of a singlle cloud. In thee first stage off event
pprocessing, aggents that hanndle the massiive amounts of
o raw
eevents are depployed in mulltiple public cclouds to realizze the
iinitial filteringg and the basicc pre-processinng (Figure 2). Once
tthe first stage is accomplishhed these publlic clouds hanndover
tthe reduced sttream of evennts to a secondd processing system
s
tthat might alsoo be located inn a cloud envirronment.
Throughouut the processsing stages, thhe rules contrrolling
tthe processingg draw on pastt results from pprocessing obttained
tthrough earlieer runs. A disttributed databaase provides aaccess
tto the processing history whhich typically consists of staatic or
sseldom changging data. Thhis database provides
p
readd only
aaccess for the processing noodes to allow the distributioon and
aan update proocess that cann be fed withh results of aall the
pprocessing staages to extennd the databasse with the ccurrent
pprocessing reesults. This ddata store wiill be availabble in
pparallel to thee other processsing steps too allow the ruules to

acccess additionall (static) data. Thus the dataa store is also be
useed for the integgration of foreign data sourcces by using ETL
proocesses.
B. Distributed ruule and event model
m
and eveent routing
To ease the management of the distribbuted processinng,
conncepts will be created for thhe central connfiguration of tthe
diffferent event processing agents whichh includes tthe
mannagement of their rule baases, the defi
finition of event
souurces and the aassembly of thhe different aggents to form tthe
requ
quired processsing structuree. The createdd platform will
w
proovide access tto all those ppieces of inforrmation that are
neeeded by the different prrocessing com
mponents. Thhus,
mecchanisms to ddistribute the required moodel parts to tthe
dessired parts of the processinng network m
must be speciffied
andd integrated intto the platform
m.
For the distriibution of the rules an appproach where tthe
rulees are specifieed on a generall level, withouut being assignned
to the actual sttages and proocessing nodees is favorabble,
beccause the speccification of thhe exact ruless for each of tthe
proocessing nodess would resultt in a manageement effort thhat
wouuld cripple tthe possibilityy of the systtem to react to
chaanges rapidly. Thus created framework is required for
deffining how a general
g
speciffication of rulees from the ppreproocessing as w
well as for thee semantic prrocessing of tthe
eveents is used too derive the cconcrete rules for each of tthe
proocessing nodess and to speciffy the requiredd communicatiion
chaannels betweenn those nodess. A similar m
mechanism neeeds
to bbe found for thhe specificatioon of the eventt sources and tthe
assiignment of thhe correspondiing semantic pparameters foorm
the currently usedd ontology.
The linking of the differeent processingg nodes will be
bassed on the innformation in the central domain speciific
model and is responsible
r
foor the routingg of the eveents
betw
ween the processing componentss. Furthermoore
infoormation on tthe input sourrces will be aavailable throuugh
the model togetheer with inform
mation on the ooutput side where
the derived inteelligence needs to be disstributed to tthe
connsumer compoonents such aas opinion mining,
m
sentiment
anaalysis, visualizzation and simuulation.
The visualizaation and simu
mulation compoonents may aalso

Figgure 2: Two--step event processing
p
arrchitecture foor
clooud-based run
n-time platforrm
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request changes in pre-processing that are triggered by enduser modifications, for example, if a new application
situation or new scenario becomes the focus of investigation.
Thus, the system infrastructure needs to provide a two way
communication mechanism to 1) connect the components to
the dynamic part of the central domain model where they can
apply their change requests and 2) to obtain the required
information from the processing network.
Furthermore the ontologies on which event annotations
and event processing are based have to be distributed across
the different nodes in a dynamic manner to accommodate for
changing requirements. Together with the ontology model,
the rule base also changes rapidly, not only due to the
changing requirements but also because of self-adaptation
mechanisms that are triggered by the simulation and
visualization components. Thus the distribution of the
models and rule bases must be integrated in the provided
platform to allow the processing components to access the
model and rule base in a unified way.
C. Privacy Preserving Content Retrieval and Storage
The basic goal is the development of anonymization
algorithms that will allow the data fusion from public and
private sources without endangering the privacy of the users.
The key idea is that by employing anonymization methods,
the privacy of users is preserved and no third party will be
able to infer new information out of existing public
information.
The data privately collected from users is usually
collected under privacy requirements constraints. An enduser may exploit such data only to the extent that the
personal identities of the users remain hidden.
The dangers to privacy come mainly from two factors: a)
internal leakage of personal data in the end-user
organization; and b) the identification of users based on
statistical aggregated data.
A naïve anonymization method is the removal of direct
identifiers like the name of a person or the Social Security
Number. Such naïve methods have been shown to be
vulnerable to linking attacks where third parties exploit
available public knowledge, like age and zip code of an
individual, to identify the real person associated with the
naively anonymized information. The public knowledge that
can be used to identify a person in data where the direct
identifiers have been removed, is termed quasi identifier (e.g.
age and zip code). It is therefore necessary to develop
anonymization methods that will protect against linking
attacks by suitably transforming the quasi identifiers. There
are three basic challenges associated with this
transformation:
 information from various data sources are gathered, so
linking attacks must take into account complicated
combinations of gathered data.
 opinion mining and sentiment analysis requires adequate
accuracy, so data anonymization must keep the
transformations of the quasi identifiers to a minimum.
 the almost continuous inflow of data requires that the
anonymization procedure must be lightweight and fast to
avoid creating a bottleneck in loading of the repository.

VI. CONCLUSION
The presented concept provides a highly dynamic,
scalable architecture that allows the processing of vast
amounts of information from various quickly changing
sources. Furthermore it provides an active, event based,
approach for the opinion mining and sentiment analysis that
has the capability to provide the results faster than ETLbased approaches to data gathering and processing.
We follow the architectural concept of Event Driven
Architectures so that components communicate to each other
with events which are sent via computing middleware to all
subscribers who act on it. The other components decide
themselves which type of events they will subscribe for or on
which they will respond. Based on the principles of Service
Oriented Architectures we provide an abstraction from the
heterogeneity of the underlying communication technologies
and infrastructure [15]. We support Complex Event
Processing for analyzing low-level events to discover event
patterns (e.g., by aggregating them or combining them in a
specific context: time, space, semantics) and to act on them
[25]. The huge amount of events to be processed is thus
reduced within several processing stages.
In a next step we extend our architectural concept with
the principles of semantic technologies like in [24]. This
enables the creation of dynamic processes that can adapt
themselves based on derived knowledge to react to changes
by adaption of the processing system itself. The event
processing engines can understand what is happening during
the processing of the event streams which is relevant to the
events and (process) states. For this purpose we will integrate
the access to a central ontology within the runtime containers
to allow the deployed components to access the ontologies
and related model information in a unified way across the
whole processing system. By this we provide the necessary
information to all processing nodes that is required for the
reasoning processes.
To provide the required level of abstraction form the
underlying technologies and architectural principles, we
introduce a runtime container that allows the access to the
underlying systems in a unified manner. The container will
provide the means necessary for the event based
communication with other components and the service based
access to central information sources. Furthermore the
runtime container provides a strong encapsulation of the
components with clear interfaces to the other communication
parties. Due to this and due to the abstraction from the
underlying infrastructure, the event processing components
can be deployed dynamically within those containers where
the containers themselves can are distributed across several
locations like for example different clouds or datacenters
with heterogeneous use of the appropriate communication
technologies.
We propose the described container concept as a
platform for a staged processing approach. This platform
provides the required environment for components of
opinion mining and sentiment analysis. It can further provide
the means for the communication between these components
and to access central model data, thus enabling the
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integration with the other components in a loosely coupled
fashion.
A possible organization of the components for the
opinion mining on a large scale could be as follows (Figure
1): The first processing stage involves gathering and prescreening raw content and is located in close proximity to the
actual content sources and possibly distributed across
geographic regions. The second processing stage is located
in dedicated data centers and works with aggregated and
filtered content that is processed for opinion mining and
sentiment analysis. The third stage of the system can be
located in a private (secure) datacenter and does the final
processing and thus produces critical results that have to be
secured against unauthorized access. The results from this
stage can e.g. be feed into simulation or visualization
engines.
Such a dynamic staged infrastructure reflects the
principles of cloud computing. The first stage of the
processing system is located in public clouds where a rapid
scaling based on current load is possible. The later stages are
located in private clouds where privacy is ensured and access
monitored while still enabling the sharing of resources to
adapt to changing loads.
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